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C.T.S... down, 
And I'm so run out.
... bitch, I'm blowin' now! 
Leave me at the club, is going down, 
Bitch, I'm blowin' now! 
... easy coming, get it?
Cause we're going now.
I know it's been a minute, but I'm right back... 
Competition is finished, that diminished my opponent, 
Now.
We don't really want it, no! 
We ain't look up for you, 
Fuck whoever ride with ya, fuck whoever bounced for
ya! 
It's time to be reintroduced, to be reacquainted with
The... 
An you won't need no polygraph to see that I'm the
Fucking truth! 
Now, I... Armani suite,... 
Rick's in the kitchen and the pistol on the waistline, 
Hosted on the block, John Smith on the baseline.
Never saw... cause the rebels... 

[Chorus: x2]
... got the whole... rocking with me, 
Got the highest grave for the low, so he's... with me.
This ain't not new to me, 
This is how I do it, see! 
Murdering every being that I get on, 
It's the eulogy! 

Call me Rich Porter, bitch! 
I can take your order, bitch! 

... that's the storacy! 
Niggers getting sort of rich, 
Fucking with these,... bitch! 
Me I'm talking high grave, 
Sneaking pass the border, 
I've been in the kitchen and the lab, 
Trying to... 
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So Wayne got a... on my pants, 
Nigger, look it up! 
Old school shabby, with the paint still drippin' wet
Four, five bottles to the space, we ain't tipping ya.
You ain't say nothing, ya! 
... niggers stunned, ya
Bobby get the,... bitch
And I ain't press the button, yeah! 
Got it on the back, on the pill, we ain't fucking, ya, 
Busting up the way you make your,... so we're just
Suckin', yeah! 
... you can kiss me on the top floor.
I'm just getting started, ain't no way I'm gonna stop! 
See you at the top whole, nothing you can do to me, 

[Chorus: x2]
... got the whole... rocking with me, 
Got the highest grave for the low, so he's... with me.
This ain't not new to me, 
This is how I do it, see! 
Murdering every being that I get on, 
It's the eulogy!
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